CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The conclusion of this research is drawn based on the data analysis, findings and discussion as the following:

1) Experiential function structures analysis is the analysis of experience in a text and social context. Related to the religious matters, both male and female used mental process dominantly in posting their Facebook Status. And the dominant circumstance found in Female Facebook Status is Cause. It means, females prefer to give reason to support their ideas. And there was no dominant circumstance found in male Facebook status because the circumstances found were not significantly different in number.

2) The realization of elements of experiential function found in the Facebook status by male and female users about the case of the blasphemy done by Ahok represents the purpose of the text of the Facebook status. Because experiential function functions to represent experience. Even though the types of process found in the Facebook status of male and female, but not all of the process were realized in the same way in the Facebook status of male and female. It means there were still differences between male and female in realizing some process. The dominant process was realized as perception towards the case of the blasphemy done by Ahok both in male and female status. The dominant circumstance in the Facebook status of female is cause which was realized to explain why the things related to the case could happen.
3) Mental process is dominantly used by male and female in posting their status about the case of the blasphemy done by Ahok because mental process is the process of sensing and in giving response to the case, they use their perception and feelings. It explained how they feel and what their perception about the case is. And female used cause circumstance dominantly in their status because they want to express the reason of why the things related to the blasphemy could happen.

5.2 Suggestions

1) The researcher suggested other researcher to do the next analysis of experiential function in different social media with the focus on different issue to find out whether the elements of experiential function represented are different. And also to study further cases involving religious matters where females are involved.

2) Based on the research problem, the researcher has found the realization of the experiential function in the text of Facebook status about the blasphemy done by Ahok which posted by male and female. The realization of every element used in the clauses has the relationship with the purpose and the meaning of the clauses based on the context of the topic discussed in the status. So for the next researcher have to comprehend in detail the each of elements of experiential function so the researcher can determine which element that contain in the clauses and the context of the topic discussed so the researcher can find the contribution of them to elaborate the realization of the elements in the text.
3) The researcher found the reason of the using of the elements of experiential function by comparing the theory of experiential function to the context of the topic discussed in the status. By considering it, the researcher suggested to another researcher who are going to conduct the further research on the related topic to be aware to the context of the text being analyzed because text and context cannot be separated each other.